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UK schools, colleges and universities throw away 150m tonnes of food each year, at a cost of around £250m.But the University of Bristol students behind KnoWaste believe their digital food management ...

University of Bristol: Innovative student start-up wins £10,000 to develop food waste slashing tech
Welcome to day two of our 37th Annual Strategic Decision Conference ... good shape. On the cost front, there have been some some noise, some friction, fuel, as everyone can appreciate, is starting ...

Delta Air Lines, Inc. (DAL) CEO Edward Bastian on Annual Bernstein Strategic Decisions Conference (Transcript)
Many modern industries rely on a network of suppliers to independently develop and provide parts that are later combined into a finished product by the buyer, a process often referred to as ...

Effectively managing complex supply chain relationships could provide value
Strategic asset management is a modeling ... are appropriate as well as the cost of treatment and its impact on asset condition and portfolio maintenance. This process, known as capital planning, ...

How to use strategic asset management to optimize an infrastructure windfall
Many competitive advantages that once served South Korean chemicals companies have lost their power. Ten actions can help them retain and build their position.

Creating a strong future for South Korea’s chemicals companies
We provide forward-looking statements solely for the purpose of providing information about management's current ... acquirers on a path of growth at any cost and are less concerned of a business ...

The Descartes Systems Group Inc. (DSGX) CEO Edward Ryan on Q1 2022 Results - Earnings Call Transcript
Many quantitative empirical studies of retirement preparedness find that a substantial number of US households face a potential financial crisis at some point in the future. The CFA Institute Research ...

A 'Rebuilding American Retirement' Call to Arms for Financial Advisors
She provides private wealth management strategic direction—from the development of the plan itself to the execution of the action steps necessary to achieve a successful outcome. She has more than 20 ...

Roundtable on Wealth Management
Zacks Equity Research Shares of Camping World Holdings, Inc. CWH as the Bull of the Day, Comtech Telecommunications Corp. CMTL as the Bear of the Day. In addition, Zacks Equity Research provides ...

Camping World, Comtech Telecommunications, Chuy's Holdings, Texas Roadhouse and Ruth's Hospitality highlighted as Zacks Bull and Bear of the Day
Gerald O’Shaughnessy, the co-founder, former Chairman and second largest shareholder of GeoPark Limited (“GeoPark” or the “Company”) (NYSE: GPRK) toda ...

GeoPark Co-Founder and Former Chairman Gerald O’Shaughnessy Urges Shareholders to Vote Against Four Company Director Nominees
Eze Castle Integration, the leader in managed services and cybersecurity for the global financial services industry, today announced it has rebranded as ECI to reflect its continued evolution and ...

Eze Castle Integration Rebrands as ECI to Reflect Industry Leading Managed Services for Financial Firms
A new survey from the IPC found nearly a quarter of all respondents said the cost and burden of CMMC may force them out.

Electronics manufacturers send warning shot across CMMC’s bow
Insider is recognizing sports, media, gaming, and other leaders in the US's sports-betting industry.

Sports-betting power players: Meet the 27 top executives pushing the US gambling industry forward in 2021
For the second consecutive fiscal year, the CCCF successfully achieved its goal of having 100 percent of board members give or get at least $1,500 ...

Commentary: An open message to Cape Coral Community Foundation board members
The Wealth Management & Estate Planning ... them engage their energy in fulfilling activities. Edward Moyzes, Chief Executive Officer, Strategic View Advisors: Process, process, process.

Wealth Management and Estate Planning
Today, the (AAKP), the nation's oldest and largest independent kidney patient organization and a global champion for patient care ...

Top NIH Kidney Research Director Wins Prestigious Award from America's Premier Kidney Patient Group
The global Artificial Intelligence in the Education Sector market research is carried out at the different stages of ...
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